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We have 4 cheats and tips on PS3. If you have any cheats or tips for Twisted Metal please send them here. We also have cheats for this game on : PlayStation Twisted Metal Trophies - Answers FlagView StoryThis page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter eggs, tips and other secrets for Twisted Metal: Black for PlayStation 3. If you find a cheat that you want to add to a page,
or make a correction, please click EDIT and add it. To understand what minion measured codes mean on load screens (when playing as it), simply match the number with the appropriate letter. A-1, BZ2 and No.26. The various messages you receive are: I have to talk in code, or it will open me up. We're all trapped in his head. We're trapped in his head. I don't think it's real. That's
how he sees the world, how Sweet Tooth sees his life, it's not real. In the real world, my name is Marcus A. Kane. I miss the old colorful world. To open Mini-Suburbs for multiplayer action, get 10 kills in Survival Mode in the Drive-In arena. To open the freeway for multiplayer action, get 10 kills in survival mode at the Snowy Road Arena. To change the camera's viewing angle, click
and hold SELECT, then press DOWN. To switch between horizontal and vertical, click and hold SELECT, then click LEFT. Tap and hold SELECT, then tap RIGHT during gameplay to change the display of weapon selection. At the level of the city center, on one side of the river is a chemical plant NIOCS. On the left side of the main building are 3 giant balls like those at the level
of the highway loop. Shoot one closest to the sign with a gas cylinder and it will roll into the building, knocking it down and revealing 3 health (which are delivered all over the level at that location). Shoot the ball in the far left and it will roll into the building just behind the previous one, giving you 6 power rockets. Lift in the city center Want to get a bird's-eye view of the world? Find
this elevator to pick up food ups and avoid city hustle and bustle. Find Atom Bank and face to face. To the left of the hotel is a building with a glass set of doors. Shoot them and they will blow to pieces and then use the elevator to drive up to the higher reaches of the building. There's not much out there except for one health food, but it's a great view! To open up the multiplayer
level of The Warhawk in the first level (zorco Bros. Scrap and Rescue (also like Junkyard), focus your efforts on the vertical crusher. there are at least two ways to get up to the top of a vertical crusher - that's the first way the easiest way. , and shoot it, preferably using power or fire to avoid hitting any other cars. It will explode, it will create a ramp to the vertical crusher. Go to the
newly created green ramp and, when the crusher comes down, drive up to the crushers. Be careful to slowly at him, rather than the driver right above him. When it rises, shoot the building on top of the deck and then drive to the deck. On the left side is the Black Cube, which opens the multiplayer level of the Warhawk. To have unlimited ammunition for your ride, press and hold
shoulder buttons (R1, R2, L1, L2) and then press UP, X, LEFT, CIRCLE to activate God Mode, then hold the shoulder buttons again and enter UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, RIGHT, LEFT, DOWN, UP for Invincibility - these codes will cancel each other (you get whacked) To turn on the Mega Machine , R2, L1, L2) and click X, X, then TRIANGLE. Murder, a giant dump truck, driven
by Black, is on the level of the Prison Passage. Down the docks to the right side of the landed ship is a stack of health-powered boxes on them. Shoot the boxes to blow open the ramp for health and then shoot into the hull of the ship just above where the boxes are stacked against it. The panel will open and you can enter the room inside the ship, where there is a manslaughter.
As usual, destroy the control panel to unlock the new car. At the Level of the Suburbs, head to the carnival area. At the gate, take left and head to the smoke that appears just over the ridge. The purpose of your car is to do this, speeding and ramping off the corner dirt ridge here. You will land on the building below with a large hole in the roof. Go inside and look for the control
panel in the corner. Shoot to unlock Warthog. During gameplay, tap and hold the L1 and R1 and L2 and quickly click Up, X, Left, Circle while playing. You will see a message at the top of the screen that reads God mode confirming that you did it right. After beating the first level, choose the level of the freeway, not the suburbs. (And that's not the level of the highway loop we're
talking about.) Drive to the middle of the level, where there is an entrance to the construction site and repair station. Of the two cranes located here, focus on the left. Center your car in the middle of the construction site and use the middle ridge to aim any kind of rocket towards the orange control box near the center of the crane. Find your car about halfway up the ledge for the
perfect shot. It takes time, and enemies are sure to throw a barrage of projectiles at you, so it makes sense to shoot down a few of them before trying it. Go level the loop of the highway and kill about six to seven combatants. Ride on a raised, broken bridge (with two health pickup trucks and another pickup truck in between) and find what looks like a power plant, right off the road.
There are about two or three giant steel balls out there. Shoot one closer to the bridge with a gas cylinder (the shells don't work well for this) and it will break and start rolling. Make sure to stay out of his way or you will be crushed. Keep an eye on the ball and when crashed through the wall, follow in the newly opened area and find the Black Cube inside. Health and gun pickups
are also inside. During gameplay, click and hold the L1 and R1 and L2 and quickly press X twice and up while playing. At the top of the screen the message will confirm that you did it right. In the first level, zorko Brothers Scrap Rescue, you can see the plane circling around over and over again. Use a self-guided missile and shoot it down with any tracking missiles, preferably selfguided. It is best to lead the missile to the plane, rather than shoot after it, otherwise the rocket will explode before it hits the plane. Go to the wall near the giant magnetic slammer and shoot from there. As soon as this is done, we move to the bottom of the level. The plane crashed and you can ride in it. In about four seconds, you will see the car yellow jackets down. To unlock the
bad vein Minion truck, beat the story mode with each character, including the ones you unlock in the game. In other words, beat the game with all the starting characters plus: Murder, Warts, Yellow Jacket, and Axel. Here's a handy code that you can use to replenish your health whenever you have a weapon picked up. During the game, hold all four shoulder buttons, then press
TRIANGLE, X, SQUARE, and finally CIRCLE. Your weapon will disappear and you health will fill up a bit. Like all invincibility codes, it has serious potential to destroy gameplay. Please don't use this code and then say that Twisted Metal: Black was too light, or too short or lame, because if you do, you're a whiny-powered baby boobs. The sermon is over. Here's the code: during
gameplay (yes, this includes story mode), click and hold all four shoulder buttons, then press RIGHT, LEFT, DOWN, UP. Look at the city centre walls around the bridge. Destroy large gas cylinders and watch them roll into the city. They must destroy some buildings loaded with weapons. To get a black box in the highway loop, find more of these large gas cylinders. Some are
located next to a partially open bridge. Shoot them with a gas cylinder and watch them roll down the road into the wall. The black box behind that wall. Try to have only one enemy left because they will go outside the window as soon as they see it. In the city center, go into a building with elevators and fall off the edge of its roof. You have to land at the cafe. Go into one of the
coffee cups and blow it up. The black box should be behind the cups. On the Snowy Road stage, head to the gas station. On the left, there is a mountain road on the edge of the cliff. Drive along it to find the box. On the roof of the Warhauks, notice where the tanker falls down. Go there and watch him swim in the water. Go on and blow it up for the black box. On the Junkyard
stage, blow up a big guy who hangs around and his hat will fly down before crushing the machine. Use Use Hat like a ramp and get to the top of the crushing machine. When the pistons are at the top, look to the right of the house and jump there. You will receive WARHUAKS LEVEL NOT WARHUAK. During the gameplay hold L1, L2, R1, R2, then press UP, X, LEFT, CIRCLE.
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